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Nani attends Nenu Local premier in Milpitas
Nenu Local is a youth entertainer that's entertaining at every
point of its runtime because of the
chemistry between Nani and
Keerthy Suresh. In the film Nani
is seen as a Mass hero and Keerthy
Suresh adores the role of a college student. The chemistry between Nani and Keerthy Suresh is
the talk of Tollywood and undoubtedly it's a must watch. Devi
Sri Prasad's background scores
and musicals will make us hum to
the rhythm and feel the emotions
in the second half.
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MILPITAS, CA: Natural Star
Nani attended Nenu Local premiere
show in Serra Theatre, Milpitas on
2nd of February. Naveen Babu
Ghanta, better known by his nickname Nani, is a South Indian actor
who stars in Telugu films and a
few Tamil films. Nenu Local is an
Action Romantic Telugu drama
film starring Natural star Nani and
Keerthy Suresh in lead roles. The
film Nenu Local is written by
Prasanna Kumar Bezawada and
directed by Trinadha Rao Nakkina.

The premier show at Serra theaters was attended by over 600
Bay areans. Nani interacted with
the audience during the show and
addressed the media. "We host
Tollywood stars and it is a double
treat for the fans to meet their actors during the special show," said
Raman Sanchula, owner of Serra
and Town 3 cinemas. It is expected
that the collections would cross
Rs 20 cr share in a week. In US, the
film crossed half million dollar mark
and is racing towards one million
mark.

Politics-economics divide
Community mourns Vanitaben Patel could impact global growth
SURESH BODIWALA

CHICAGO: Members of the
Indian community gathered in
large numbers at the Countryside
Funeral Home and Crematory in
Bartlett to pay their tribute to
Vanitaben Atmarambhai Patel,
mother of community activist Dr.
Kamal Patel. Vanitaben, 80, passed
away on Tuesday, January 31 in
Chicago battling illness for the
past 6 years. The funeral was held
on Friday, February 3.
Dr. Kamal Patel who was active
in leadership role with the KPS
(Kadva Patidar Samaj of Chicago)
participated in leadership role with
the KPS (Kadva Patidar Samaj of
Chicago), FIA, and the Indian
Medical Association of Illinois,
said that "my mother was very
spiritual, strong, kind, and a caring person and would do anything
for everyone who needed her
support. Despite hospitalizations,
she fought her illnesses and lived
a good and positive life

Contd from page 20

Vanitaben Atmaram Patel

Vandana Jhingan did an excellent job as the master of ceremony

and shared her last 15 years of
memories with the family.

DuPage Seniors celebrate R-Day

Contd from page 22
Sunil Shah, Hitesh Gandhi and
others with seniors in jovial mood

The program featured flag
hoisting and cake cutting by the

founding president of FIA Sunil
Shah. The entire program was very
well coordinated by Moneek
Khan.

The rapid growth in India,
Bangladesh, Sri Lanka and other
countries in South Asia is fueling
change in the subcontinent's external ties.
The Gulf region in particular,
UAE, Qatar and Saudi Arabia
would have stronger ties with India. Mathai concluded by saying
that nationalism which was now
on upswing, would be in balance
in years ahead since nationalism
could not solve problems of unemployment, industrial decline etc
as anticipated. Sooner or later
there would be a need to push for
a renewed world order based on
cooperation on trade, investment
and tracking global problems such
as climate change.
The allied opportunity in the
current scenario are for countries

The dynamics of the key relationship between the US, China
and Russia would have great influence over the course of many
international relationships involving Japan and South East Asia,
India, Europe and West Asia.
He noted the continuing US
primacy in the World economy citing its large share of the market
capitalization of world bourses
and its continuing role as safe haven for investors during period of
uncertainty and change. He noted
that China's extraordinary rise in
the last 3 decades made it a beneficiary of the globalization policies.
China is at an interesting phase
with historically high growth rates,
low slowing, persistent
dependence on investment and slow transition Nationalism which was
to a consumption/ services driver economy. now on upswing, would be
China is nevertheless in balance in years ahead
demonstrating confidence in its leadership since nationalism could
as reflected in the not solve problems
Davos Summit, its creation of the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB) and societies to position themand its strategic development of selves to take advantage of
the One Belt and One Road etc.
change, and to invest in their ecoMathai also spelt out the impli- nomic and human resources. They
cations of change in Russia and would be well placed to influence
the EU. The US questioning North the emerging world order.
American Free Trade Agreement
Dr. Mehran Kamrava gave in(NAFTA) now had to decide on sight into the key developments
the future of North Atlantic Treaty in the middle-east region and the
Organization (NATO). This would shift in Qualitative Power since
create alternate scenarios in Eu- early 2000, with new actors emergrope, which also faced a decisive ing. He also gave insight on role
year with the forthcoming elec- of Qatar in last decade. He hightions in France and Germany ca- lighted the efforts of Iran to intepable of changing the EU as we grate with nations and measures
know it.
such as Iran Nuclear deal.
He felt the Brexit policy of the
The Vote of thanks was given
government would go ahead; con- by Mr. Frank Hamer, Head of Incomitants Britain would back out ternational Banking Group, Doha
to build stronger relationships in Bank which was followed by a
the Gulf, South Asia and Africa. Question & Answer Session

